A recognized thought leader for Android migration in the enterprise, Strategic Mobility Group (SMG3) is an innovative technology provider that designs and integrates mobile solutions for Descartes clients. SMG3 consults companies on improving operations through the use of mobile hardware, software, professional services, and support, crafting tailored Android-enabled workforce solutions.

Partnering SMG3 with Descartes will provide real-time data exchange to remote personnel, keeping your enterprise up-to-date with real-time visibility. These mobile capabilities are included in Descartes’ comprehensive suite of routing, mobile and telematics solutions for managing critical fleet operations.

SMG3 will prepare your workforce to accurately handle fleet management with mobile scanners and printers, route accounting software, telematics, and vehicle inspection. SMG3 also offers the latest mobile asset lifecycle management tools and technology for:

- Fleet scheduling
- Delivery route planning
- Driver performance analysis
- Real-time mobile fleet management

Product Snapshots

**SMG3 EDGE and in-house Professional Services Team**

- Device selection and fulfillment
- System configurations
- Device activations and deployment
- Staging/Kitting
- Spare pool
- Life cycle management
- Managed Services and user portals
- Mobile device management support
- Training and technical support
- Buy-back and trade-in programs
- Leasing and financing

**SMG3 Consulting Services**

- Workflow optimization
- Gap analysis
- Process analysis and improvement

**SMG3 Professional Service Team of Windows-to-Android Migration Experts**

- End of Life and End of Support for Windows with Descartes
- Migration to Android OS
- Proven multi-unit rollout in excess of 450 users

Visit StrategicMobility.com or call 847-995-1010
Descartes, the global leader in providing on-demand, software-as-a-service solutions (SaaS), is focused on improving the productivity, performance and security of logistics-intensive businesses.

The Descartes Global Logistics Network™ (Descartes GLN™) is the world’s premier logistics community connecting thousands of trading partners globally across all modes of transport. It provides network members the flexibility to easily connect and collaborate. As part of this community, our customers have access to Descartes’ Routing, Mobile and Telematics suite, an integrated platform of technology solutions for managing delivery operations.

A Comprehensive Suite of Routing, Mobile and Telematics Solutions

Descartes’ solutions suite supports the complete, closed-loop process associated with route planning, route execution, mobile and telematics for driver and vehicle performance. This single, integrated platform helps deliver a true command of operations by uniting critical fleet management processes including:

- **Optimized route planning and execution**
- **Integrated mobile** for planning, dispatch and delivery
- **Real-time appointment scheduling**, new order assignment and exception management
- **Fleet-wide visibility** with dynamic GPS-based map, schedule and asset views
- **Advanced telematics** to improve safety and ensure compliances

Our Solutions Help Fleet Operators:

- **Maximize fleet** and mobile resource utilization and efficiency to decrease costs, improve service, increase productivity, and reduce your fleet’s environmental impact.
- **Unite planned** with on-road and at-stop route activities, using the latest GPS technology to adjust and respond to day-to-day realities.
- **Interact with drivers** and field personnel in real-time to monitor assets in the field for planned vs. actual performance.
- **Improve driver productivity** with optimized route plans delivered efficiently to a broad range of mobile devices.
- **Provide real-time status updates** and information on key indicators (capacity usage, stop analysis, customer time window violations, route profitability, etc.)
- **Better monitor** and manage driver behavior (speeding, excessive idling, hard braking, etc.) and vehicles (operating hours, maintenance, engine temperature, etc.).